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WMR has once again been broadcasting on the short wave bands of Europe in May 
2023. The first known transmission was on 29th and 30th April on 6284kHz.  This was 
followed the next week, 6th and 7th May, and the following weekend, 13th and 14th, 
on 6295. These transmissions consisted of old recordings of WMR from 2016, 2014, and 
other years. The transmissions were not from the WMR transmitters, but presumably 
the fake / hoax WMR that has shadowed us since the year 2000. Or is it someone 
new??  
 
We made it known that if new shows were recorded, it would be appreciated if they 
were given airtime. A 60 minute initial test was recorded and uploaded to the WMR web 
site on 14th May. The hoax WMR took us a bit by surprise and seemed happy to air it. 
The first initial test recording was looped / aired on Friday 19th May and all weekend 
thereafter. Each weekend since then, a new show has been recorded and uploaded. 
And each week the unid transmitter comes on the air and airs it. 
 
So the former unid transmitter which aired WMR old shows, is now airing current shows 
for us, and indeed he seems happy to do that, for which we are extremely grateful. But 
this gives us a slight problem for the QSL cards. The transmission is still UNID to us, 
and therefore we can’t fill in the transmitter power, or indeed even the country of 
origin. But instead of listeners being disappointed to be told it was a fake transmission, 
and nothing to do with WMR like in past years, the transmissions now have our 
blessing, and therefore they are now being verified with this pdf QSL.  
 
So WMR will now QSL these new reception reports that have been coming in over the 
last few weeks, on the understanding that the QSL is accepted as is, so to speak, but 
the transmitter location in the case of 6295, and also 6950 is a complete mystery.   
 
As of early June 2023, the so called fake / hoax WMR has been relaying the new shows 
for the last four weeks. Not only that, but another unid transmitter is coming on the air 
on a Saturday late night, on 6950 kHz, which is really powering out. Signals are getting 
out everywhere and reports have included 40 over S9 signals in Poland, various states 
in North America, as well as Columbia in South America.  
 
And to further the appearance of WMR again on SW, the German station Shortwave 
Radio / Shortwave Gold has given the new shows a spin on 6160 and parallel 3975!! 
This multiple one off playout of the current shows is really appreciated, and again has 
continued for the past few weeks.  
 
An attempt is made on the WMR latest news page to log and list these relay 
transmissions for each week they are on the air.  
 
BEST WISHES AND A HAPPY SUMMERTIME of SW DX  TO ALL………. 
JACK R, WMR  
JUNE 7th 2023  



QSL VERIFICATION 
WMR TAKES PLEASURE IN VERIFYING YOUR RECEPTION REPORT OF 
OUR TRANSMISSION AS FOLLOWS: 
 

TO DXER: XXX 
COUNTRY: XXX 
DATE: XXXXXXX 

TIME: XX GMT 
FREQUENCY: XXXX kHz  
SINPO: XXXXX  
TX POWER: UNKNOWN 
ANTENNA: UNKNOWN ANON SITE  
COMMENTS: THIS WAS A RELAY VIA AN UNID STATION 

YOUR REPORT HAS BEEN CHECKED AGAINST OUR STATION LOG 
BY OUR ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT AND FOUND TO BE CORRECT. 

YOUR REPORT IS HEREBY VERIFIED. 
 

JACK R - CHIEF ENGINEER, WMR 
 

www.wmrscotland.com  
info@wmrscotland.com 



 

 

(OLD VINTAGE 1980 NOTEPAPER WITH DEFUNCT ADDRESS) 







(THE YELLOW BANNER AT THE TOP WAS FROM 1980) 







(WE EVEN USED TO MAIL OUT RECEPTION REPORT FORMS !!!) 



(OLD NOTEPAPER FROM THE 2000s) 
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